
All Around Game 12 
All course materials designed by World Champion & Master Teacher Donna Compton. 

8 Week Course ~ Classes may be taken on an individual basis. Material presentation and Real Time Play of Hands. 
Live class, video and handout included with lesson. Replay lesson hands on Shark Bridge following live class. 

 
Lesson 1 Balancing Seat Pass, Bid or Double? 

Join Donna for Balancing Seat Pass, Bid or Double? Balancing Seat bidding is super aggressive 
because the Partnership does not want to allow their Opponents to play any contract at the two 
level and below. Donna explores different methods of balancing and responding to achieve the 
goals of either buying the contract in Partscore or pushing the Opponents up a level too high.  
  

Lesson 2 Puppet Stayman 
Donna for Puppet Stayman. Puppet Stayman gives Responder a tool to ask Opener for 5-Card 
Majors to ensure the Partnership uncovers the 5-3 major suit fit when Opener bids 1NT with a 
5-card major. 
 

Lesson 3 Opener’s Reverses 
Join Donna for Opener's Reverses. Donna explores the shape and strength of a reverse along with 
Responder's responses. I know, your Partner does not "do reverses." However, reverse are part of 
standard bidding. So best to know what the opponents are showing when they reverse! 
 

Lesson 4 Winning Bridge Tips  
Join Donna for Winning Bridge Tips. There are so many pitfalls to fundamental bidding and are 
easy to fix. Join Donna to find out what those pitfalls are and how to fix them! 

 

Lesson 5 Common Bidding Errors 
Join Donna for Common Bidding Errors. Donna explores Opener and Responders common 
mistakes and shows you how to fix them. 

  
Lesson 6  Bidding Traps to Avoid 

Join Donna for Bidding Traps to Avoid. You are going along in the auction when you come to a 
fork in the road. One choice is the right bid and the other, well is a trap! Join Donna as she explores 
these traps and shows you how to avoid them! 

 
Lesson 7  Overcall or Double 

Join Donna for Overcall or Double. It’s frustrating when you find yourself as Intervenor and cannot 
decide whether to overcall or make a takeout double. Donna will share her thoughts on when to 
overcall and when to double. 

  
 

Lesson 8 Clues from the Bidding on Play/Defense 
Join Donna for Clues From the Bidding. Unless a hand is passed out, there will be bidding. Good 
bidders generally try to describe their hand. Good Listeners use these descriptions as a guide to 
both play and defense. Donna will train your ear to hear these clues. 

 


